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Abstract. When editing articles on Wikipedia, arguments between ed-
itors frequently occur. These conflicts occasionally lead to destructive
behavior and diminish article quality. Currently, the relation between
editing behavior, link structure, and article quality is not well-understood
in our community, notwithstanding that this relation may facilitate edit-
ing processes and article quality on Wikipedia. To shed light on this
complex relation, we classify edits for 13,045 articles and perform an
in-depth analysis of a 4,800 article subsample. Additionally, we build a
network of wikilinks (internal Wikipedia hyperlinks) between articles.
Using this data, we compute parsimonious metrics to quantify editing
and linking behavior. Our analysis unveils that controversial articles dif-
fer considerably from others for almost all metrics, while slight trends
are also detectable for higher-quality articles. With our work, we assist
online collaboration communities, especially Wikipedia, in long-term im-
provement of article quality by identifying deviant behavior via simple
sequence-based edit and network-based article metrics.

Keywords: Wikipedia, edit behavior, link structure, article quality, edit
wars, semantic edit types, multi-label classification, network analysis

1 Introduction

Editing behavior on Wikipedia has been a widely studied subject in previous re-
search [3, 13, 19, 33, 36]. In particular, past studies investigated the misbehavior
on Wikipedia including, among others, vandalism [1, 20], conflict or controversy
[2, 35], and so-called edit wars [30, 34]. Edit wars are a type of behavior in which
two or more opposing editors (or editor groups) override each others content
due to the differences in their opinions on a given subject. Prominent examples
of such behavior include the Wikipedia pages on Evolution1 or Nikola Tesla2.
Studying edit wars and controversial articles on Wikipedia has been and still
is an important endeavor from a scientific perspective, as several studies show
the connection between article quality and editing behavior on Wikipedia [11,
27]. As for practical purposes, this research may help complement other preva-
lent conflict prediction methods, such as those utilizing mutual reverts [14, 34].

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola Tesla
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In this paper, we extend previous work on Wikipedia editing behavior with
an investigation on the relation between editing and linking across article qual-
ity categories — a relation which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
analyzed in depth previously. We are particularly interested in answering the
following research questions: (i) How can we characterize editing behavior on
Wikipedia? (ii) Is there a relation between editing behavior, article quality, and
wikilink (internal Wikipedia hyperlinks) network topology on Wikipedia? (iii) If
such a relation exists, how strong is it?

To answer these research questions, we: (i) classify edit actions for 13,045
Wikipedia articles using a state-of-the-art machine learning approach, (ii) com-
pute relative frequencies of edit actions and build first-order Markov chains from
edit sequences for each of our Wikipedia articles, (iii) perform statistical sig-
nificance tests on these results to characterize differences in editing behavior,
(iv) extract a wikilink network for our selection of articles, and (v) compute and
compare standard network metrics of selected articles given the article’s quality.

We find that there is significant difference in editing behavior between edit
wars or similar controversially edited content and higher quality articles, which
corroborates previous results on edit wars [30, 36]. Adding to those studies, we
find that editors of conflicted articles significantly more often make meaning-
changing edits while performing less formatting and potentially less link-editing
operations, thus rendering factual content especially contested. Consequentially,
edit war articles are clear outliers in several standard network measures. These
articles in particular have, on average, significantly higher in-degree, out-degree,
PageRank, and k -core in contrast to a lower reciprocity and clustering coefficient.
In addition, the distribution of those quantities differs substantially from other
quality categories in both moments and shape, which takes on non-typical forms
for such a Web-based editing processes.

With our work, we provide practical contributions for Wikipedia’s commu-
nity. First, with our observation of a clear trend in semantic edit intentions and
the occurring disparities in the underlying link structure of articles from differ-
ent quality categories, we open up possibilities to use link metrics as automated
indicators of controversy. Moreover, our results may inform further development
of existing Wikipedia content-assessment tools such as Huggle3, Contropedia [2],
and ORES [15]. Furthermore, through our findings for semantic edit labels, we fa-
cilitate new solutions for problems such as editor role identification in Wikipedia
or other online collaboration systems [32]. Our base methods can be readily ap-
plied to similar domains, and we make our code available on GitHub4.

2 Related Work

Controversy and conflicts on Wikipedia can take on different forms. In order to
quantify conflicts in articles, authors previously introduced metrics to measure

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Huggle
4 https://github.com/ruptho/editlinkquality-wikipedia
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controversy [2, 13, 35]. Although conflict and controversy do not inherently re-
semble destructive behavior [19], the resulting acts of vandalism or edit wars
can. Automatically detecting vandalistic contributions and performing counter-
vandalism actions on articles presents a well-developed research area [1, 15, 20].
Similarly, prediction and prevention of conflicts as well as edit wars were re-
searched broadly in the past [14, 30, 34, 36].

Multiple edit label taxonomies were formerly proposed, considering both se-
mantic and syntactic changes. Early works differentiate edits which either change
(“Text-Base”) or preserve (“Surface”) the meaning of texts [12]. Later, more so-
phisticated taxonomies were introduced, adapting to the context of Wikipedia
[7, 32]. In 2016, the Wikimedia foundation deployed an experimental three-level
taxonomy for article edits5, which is structured into 14 semantic intentions, 18
syntactic elements, and three editor actions [33]. For our work, we adapt the 14
semantic labels specified by this recent taxonomy for our classification method.

To this day, many diverse network analysis approaches have been carried out
for Wikipedia. Firstly, researchers frequently analyzed collaboration and social
structure in editor networks, regularly also deriving information about article
quality [3, 8, 21, 22, 24]. As far as hyperlink networks between article pages are
concerned, studies often utilized such link structures to leverage semantic [23],
topical [6], or categorical [29] information. Regarding link success, authors found
that users seem to frequently choose links leading to target Wikipedia articles
less prominent than the source article, or to one with a similar topic [9]. As for
centrality, featured articles are “more central” than others in specific Wikipedia
language editions, depicted by their lower clustering coefficient [17]. Moreover,
other authors suggested that out-degree correlates with quality, in-degree with
popularity, and PageRank with importance for the Portuguese Wikipedia —
although correlation was generally weaker for quality and importance, while
being moderate for popularity [16]. In 2009, a study provided information about
general network metrics for Wikipedia, claiming that median values for article
in- and out-degree were 4 and 12, while average degree was 20.63 [18]. On a
completely different note, article pages not only contain text links but also links
generated by templates. To solely focus on user-created links, datasets such
as WikiLinkGraphs [5] were proposed, which only include wikilinks in article
texts and exclude automatically generated links. In this work, we extend the
previously mentioned studies by combining semantic editing behavior, wikilink
network structure, and article quality.

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Background and Preliminaries

Revisions, Edits, Wikilinks. Wikipedia articles are products of a vast number
of revisions, performed by either registered or unregistered editors [26]. A single
revision may contain multiple edits to an article, such as insertion, modification,

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Labels/Edit types/Taxonomy
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or deletion of content. Through such edits, editors can create hyperlinks to both
external pages as well as other Wikipedia articles (i.e., wikilinks). While wikilinks
add useful context for readers, they also produce structural information by means
of the emerging article network. Therefore, the resulting link structure enables
readers to follow the flow of topical or categorical information on Wikipedia.

Content Assessment on Wikipedia. Wikipedia establishes article ratings
using a well-defined content assessment system6. This system allows for assess-
ment of articles according to two factors: quality and importance. For this work,
we focus on article quality as a distinguishing factor. Wikipedia defines concise
guidelines for rating article quality. Quality ratings range from highest to low-
est, including: Featured (FA), A-class, Good (GA), B-Class, C-class, Start, and
Stub. In addition, Featured List and List pages exist, which must also follow
Wikipedia content policies. The highest-quality content on Wikipedia, such as
GA and FA, must be approved through a specific review process, while articles
in other classes can have multiple ratings. These different quality ratings are
individually assigned by users of separate WikiProjects7. The final assessment
for an article is determined by its best rating over all WikiProjects. As of June
2019, out of the 6,377,691 pages existing in the article namespace (“ns0”) of
English Wikipedia, there are 6,705 FA, 1,874 A, 32,759 GA, 127,107 B, 308,621
C, and 5,900,625 otherwise classified articles.

3.2 Dataset

We utilize the Wikimedia API RevScoring8 to process revision histories for 2,542
FA-, 873 A-, 6,339 GA-, 1,189 B- and 1,161 C-category articles in the English
Wikipedia. The Start and Stub categories are ignored, due to their low quality
and in many cases short revision history. We also omit Featured List and List
pages, because of their different content structure in comparison to regular ar-
ticles. In addition to these officially rated pages, we collect revision histories of
articles deemed to be especially controversial or contain edit wars. For this, we
gather a total of 941 articles from the following sources: 401 of the “most con-
flicted” articles [13], 94 of the “most controversial” articles [35], 396 articles from
Wikipedia’s List of Controversial Issues9, and 50 articles from Wikipedia’s list
of Lamest Edit Wars10. We name this article category CombinedWars (CW).
If there is an overlap between CW and other quality categories, articles are as-
signed to the CW class. For our analysis, we randomly sample and investigate
800 articles having at least 50 revisions for each of the six categories — a total
of 4,800 of the 13,045 retrieved articles.

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Content assessment
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject
8 https://github.com/wikimedia/revscoring
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List of controversial issues

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars
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3.3 Labeling Edit Actions on Wikipedia

Edit Actions. To make automatic labeling of article edits more robust, we de-
rive three super-labels from the 14-label taxonomy deployed by Yang et al. [32]:
Content, Format, and WikiContext. First, Content captures all edits aiming
towards modifying actual information on the article page. It combines fact-
updates, simplification, elaboration, clarification, increasing verifiability, and es-
tablishing a neutral point of view. Secondly, Format describes all editing actions
not changing the meaning of texts, facts, or contained information. This includes
refactoring, copy-editing, manipulating wikilinks and wiki markup, as well as link
disambiguation. Lastly, WikiContext captures all wiki-specific interactions such
as modifying processing tags, vandalism, counter-vandalism, or other intentions.

Classification of Edit Actions. Alongside their taxonomy, Yang et al. [33]
released a manually labeled dataset of 5,777 multi-labeled revisions. We trans-
form this dataset to fit our three-category taxonomy through aggregation of edit
labels. Furthermore, we collect additional samples for the WikiContext category
via retrieving edits performed by the anti-vandalism bot ClueBotNG11. The
bot’s edits are categorized as examples of counter-vandalism, while their parent
revisions are classified as vandalism (0.1% false positive rate). By combining
these samples with the initial dataset, we accumulate 6,670 multi-label revisions
which contain 3,497 Format, 2,346 Content, and 1,641 WikiContext edits.

We utilize most of the feature framework published parallel to the 14-label
dataset [33] to retrieve and build the feature set for our multi-label classifier.
Per revision, we use RevScoring to retrieve 163 base features. This feature base
mostly consists of text features such as differences in words, punctuation, and
numbers as well as trivial editor information. Further processing these revision
features produces 207 final features for classification, extending the initial fea-
ture set with, for example, features about revision comments, stemmed text, and
similarity to the parent revision [33]. Finally, we utilize scikit-learn12 to train
a multi-label Random Forest classifier on the training set. Through a 80–20
train/test split and grid search with 10-fold validation, we find a feasible config-
uration (weighted F1-score of 0.8153). The parameter setting for this configura-
tion is: 750 estimators, a maximum depth of 25, and 50% of features considered
for finding the best split.

3.4 Modeling Edit Action Sequences

Relative Edit Label Frequency. We compute relative edit label frequency
for each category by macro-averaging the relative frequencies of their articles.
Accordingly, we first calculate relative frequency of the automatically created
edit labels for all articles. After that, averaging the article values in each quality
category produces the per-category macro-averages.

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:ClueBot NG
12 https://scikit-learn.org
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Edit Label Transition Probability. To investigate label transitions, we build
first-order Markov chains out of the automatically labeled article revision his-
tories. Similar to the computation of relative label frequencies explained above,
we accumulate macro-averaged transition probabilities for all quality categories.
First, transition probabilities are computed from edit label sequences in arti-
cle revision histories. Subsequently, we average article results for each quality
category to generate per-category label transition probabilities.
Characterizing Differences in Categories. We perform pair-wise permuta-
tion tests [4, 31] for quality categories to assess statistical significance of differ-
ences between categories. These tests compare the distance of actual category
means to that of means where articles where randomly exchanged between cat-
egories. The null hypothesis H0 for our test states that values for article subsets
drawn from different categories stem from the same probability distribution.

3.5 Network of Wikilinks

To compare article network properties, we generate a wikilink graph by employ-
ing the framework used to create the WikiLinkGraphs dataset [5]. In addition,
we execute our own post-processing pipeline, which removes nodes with a single
outgoing link (i.e., redirects) and resolves leftover duplicate article titles in the
original dataset. We then use the Python package NetworkX 13 to compute an
article graph for June 2019 solely from wikilinks in article texts. In this dataset,
each article is a node and wikilinks between articles are edges. When navigat-
ing a Web network, users typically browse and search links, and we therefore
compute corresponding network metrics [10]. These include empirical comple-
mentary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF) for in-degree, out-degree,
PageRank, reciprocity, clustering coefficient, and k -core of the 4,800 articles in
our examined subset. We could not find links for 35 articles (20 A, 2 B, 1 C,
12 CW) in the computed WikiLinkGraphs dataset, due to discrepancies we yet
have to identify.

4 Results

4.1 Relative Edit Label Frequency

We show results for category-wise relative label frequencies in Fig. 1a. Although
multi-label classification was applied, we exclude results for any label combina-
tion besides Content and Format, due to their extremely low relative frequency
(< 0.0004). Furthermore, revisions exist where our classifier could either not
assign a definite label, revisions were deleted, or other inconsistencies occurred.
We name this label class NoLabel.

We find several substantial disparities between various article quality cate-
gories. Relative edit label frequency for CW deviates considerably from all other
categories. In particular, revisions for articles in the CW category, on average,

13 https://networkx.github.io
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Fig. 1. Relative frequency and transition probability for edit labels. In Fig. 1a,
we visualize relative label frequencies by article category (bootstrapped 95% confidence
intervals), while we show transition probabilities between edit labels per article quality
in Fig. 1b. Overall, CW results are considerably different from other categories.

contain 40.2% Format (which includes wikilink manipulations), 27.3% Content,
12.4% WikiContext, 10.2% Content and Format, and 9.9 % NoLabel edits. On
the contrary, in other categories Format actions constitute more than 51% of all
edits. For formatting actions, A (54.9%) and FA (53.2%) are the overall highest-
scoring categories. In addition, CW revisions are more than twice as likely to
contain WikiContext edits than all other classes (12.4% versus 6% or less). On
top of that, we detect a percentage increase of 18.6% for Content and 55.1% for
NoLabel in comparison to other quality categories. Overall, we conclude that rel-
ative edit label frequency for CW differs considerably from all other categories.
At the same time, we observe only minor differences between categories B and
C as well as GA and FA.

Differences between CW and other categories are statistically significant, as
our permutation tests for comparisons involving CW produce p-values < 0.01.
Additionally, tests confirm partial similarity of other categories (e.g., B and C).
We show a selection of permutation test results for relative frequency in Fig. 2a.

4.2 Label Transition Probabilities.

We present label transition probabilities in Fig. 1b, which unveils that proba-
bilities for the CW category are considerably different from others. Particularly,
CW shows a fairly low probability of consecutive formatting actions (0.523), es-
pecially in comparison to high-quality categories such as FA (0.622), A (0.617),
and GA (0.589). Furthermore, CW articles more strongly lean towards sequences
containing Content, NoLabel, and WikiContext, making their revision histories
substantially dissimilar from other categories. In addition, results for B and C
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Fig. 2. Results of permutation tests comparing selected quality categories.
In Fig. 2a, we visualize resulting p-values of permutation tests for relative edit label
frequency of selected quality categories, while we show values for label transition prob-
abilities in Fig. 2b. White boxes highlight statistically significant results for p < 0.01
in Fig 2a and p < 0.002 in Fig 2b (after Bonferroni correction). Results in black repre-
sent non-significant differences, which we operationalize as p > 0.1. Gray boxes signal
p-values of 0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.1 in Fig 2a and 0.002 ≤ p ≤ 0.1 in Fig 2b. Results for FA
versus CW in Figs. 2a and 2b demonstrate the dissimilarity of CW to other categories.

suggest similar transition probabilities for nearly all sequences. Likewise, GA
and FA also share similar results, once again slightly differing from the rest.

Permutation test results principally confirm statistical significance of CW’s
dissimilarity. Alternatively, non-significant results for comparisons between B
and C as well as GA and FA suggest similarities of these categories. In Fig. 2b,
we show permutation test results for this category selection.

4.3 Network of Wikilinks

As we visualize in Fig. 3, CW exhibits fairly different CCDFs for multiple stan-
dard network metrics. Our results indicate that mean in-degree (deg-), out-degree
(deg+), PageRank (PR), and k -core are substantially higher, while reciprocity (r)
and clustering coefficient (C ) are lower for CW than for other categories.

First, non-controversial categories rarely have a deg- of more than 6,000, while
over 20% of CW articles do (Fig. 3a). Secondly, we also observe an on average
higher deg+ for CW, although the effect is not as extreme as for deg- (Fig. 3b).
Thirdly, the majority of non-controversial articles holds extremely low PR, lead-
ing to hardly any articles reaching a value of 0.00006, while well over 10% of
those in CW have a higher PR than that (Fig. 3c). Next, even though mean
r is lower for CW than for other categories, it exhibits the smallest difference
out of all metrics (Figs. 3d). Furthermore, over 97.5% of CW articles have a
C lower than 0.1, whereas other categories seem to reach considerably higher
values (Fig 3e). Lastly, computed k -score numbers indicate that a large num-
ber of CW articles (205) is grouped in a 141-cluster, while other categories are
more evenly scattered (Fig. 3f). Altogether, we conclude that CW articles show
substantially different results for the considered network analysis metrics.
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Fig. 3. CCDFs of network metrics across multiple quality categories, with
insets highlighting relevant chart areas. In all CCDFs, we detect substantial dif-
ferences for CW. We find that, on average, in-degree (Fig. 3a), out-degree (Fig. 3b), and
PageRank (Fig. 3c) are considerably higher, while reciprocity (Fig. 3d) and clustering
coefficient (Fig. 3d) are seemingly lower for CW than for other categories. Additionally,
we attribute the higher k -core numbers (Fig. 3f) to their correlation with degree [28].

On a separate note, results for FA also tend to somewhat differ from C,
B, GA, and A for specific metrics such as C or deg+. However, the observable
contrast is by no means as definite as for CW.

5 Discussion

Edit Label Results. Edit actions in CW articles follow significantly different
patterns than other quality categories. More precisely, the increased relative
frequencies and transition probabilities for Content, WikiContext, or NoLabel
indicate that editors consistently rewrite each others content, suggesting editor
disputes in CW. NoLabel edits generally signal that revisions contain untypical
content, such as ASCII art14, or that they were removed by administrators.
Therefore, we argue that the CW category’s high frequency of NoLabel edits is a
by-product of increased vandalism. Altogether, our results suggest that content is
significantly more disputed in CW articles, triggering other destructive behavior.
On the contrary, we detect a substantially lower amount of formatting actions
in CW, potentially indicating less link-editing operations.

On a separate note, the considerably higher transition probabilities for con-
secutive Format labels in GA, A, and FA may stem from these categories depict-

14 https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/ASCII art
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ing some of the highest-quality Wikipedia content, thus needing more polishing.
Editors commonly improve format of articles when they are considered for pro-
motion to a higher quality category, which further supports this assumption.
Such behavioral information could be leveraged for editor role identification or
similar applications benefiting from semantic edit labels.
Network Metrics. We observe a lower clustering coefficient for CW articles,
which could be the consequence of such content being relevant to multiple di-
verse, closer connected article subgroups. For example, controversial articles such
as “United States”, “Vladimir Putin”, and “World War II” connect different
topical categories on Wikipedia, acting as a “waypoint” between communities.
Considering previous findings about edit wars, this might be a peculiarity of
English Wikipedia, where broader topics are more contested [35]. Apparently,
the English version merges contributions of people with differing origin and
background, thus generating conflict and edit wars — an effect which is not as
prevalent for non-English Wikipedia. However, this effect may also be explained
by the general negative correlation between clustering coefficient and degree [25].

Furthermore, conflicted articles exhibit, on average, higher in-degree and
PageRank, signaling frequent referral from other (or more prominent) articles.
Consequently, such articles “attract more attention” than others. Increased pub-
lic exposure might lead to a boost in popularity and, as a result, controversy.
A rapid increase in in-links might therefore signal an article gaining traction
due to a recent event or current news. This could possibly be interpreted as a
“warning signal” for administrators. It might be feasible to start monitoring or
even semi-protect15 such content to potentially prevent edit wars.
Limitations. Firstly, instead of our simplistic approach, a different multi-label
classification method might be more suitable for our crude taxonomy. Some label
combinations are, although theoretically possible, highly unlikely in practice.
Future studies should consider using approaches such as converting the task to
a multi-class problem or implementing hierarchical multi-label classification.

Moreover, one could argue that 800 articles per category (4,800 overall) are a
non-representative sample for Wikipedia. However, we sampled our article subset
randomly from a more comprehensive dataset and only accounted for articles
with more than 50 revisions. Above all, our classification still quantitatively
outmatches similar studies which apply semantic Wikipedia edit labeling [7, 33].

On top of that, non-scaling network metrics with article length could skew
results, especially for out-degree. However, we desist from such a scaling, since
we mostly focused our elaborations on in-degree, PageRank, and clustering co-
efficient, which are not as dependent on article length.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we showed that edit wars and controversial articles significantly
differ from articles in other quality categories, both in regard to editing as well

15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Protection policy#semi
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as linking behavior. Firstly, our findings for relative label frequencies and label
transition probabilities indicated substantial editor disputes over content in con-
troversial articles, making editing behavior vastly different from regular articles.
Overall, we demonstrated feasibility of deriving semantic editor behavior from
revision histories, which may prove helpful to existing issues such as editor role
identification on Wikipedia. Furthermore, we proposed application of network
metrics for conflict detection, an alternative to existing algorithms such as those
utilizing mutual reverts [14, 34]. Besides, we elaborated the effect that controver-
sial issues are not only more frequently referred to from other articles, but may
also act as a connector between topical subgroups. As opposed to the English
Wikipedia, the exact nature of controversy in general subjects in other language
editions is still an open research question, thus making a similar analysis of
non-English Wikipedia an interesting avenue for future research.
Acknowledgments. Tiago Santos is a recipient of a DOC Fellowship of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences at the Institute of Interactive Systems and Data
Science of the Graz University of Technology.
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